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A WORD FROM THE  
CHAIRMAN
Dear collaborator,

I enthusiastically introduce you to Camil´s Code of Ethics, 

as I believe that corporate results and ethical behavior 

need to walk side by side.

This document clearly and comprehensively introduc-

es the expectations we have regarding the conduct and 

treatment provided to everyone we relate, reinforcing our 

commitment to our company´s values.

Getting to know this Code contents, experiencing and 

sharing it will help us to act responsibly, reinforcing the 

care needed for sustainable growth of Camil Alimentos. 

Therefore, it is very important to read this document 

carefully, so that our attitudes are consistent with the 

Company´s principles.

I count on your dedication in understanding and applying 

our Code of Ethics guidelines.

Luciano Quartiero - Chairman



INTRODUCTION

During six decades of actuation, we have a background of 

value generation, growth and shareholder return. This is only 

possible due to our awareness and transparency.

With operations in several countries, responsible and 

ethical attitudes will help us in our strategy to expand our 

market relations, exploiting our competitive advantages, 

ensuring sustainable growth for the company as a whole 

and the community in which we operate. 

Our business model is based on a broad portfolio, distributed 

in multiple categories of products. Therefore we know that 
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being in people´s homes with our products and solutions, is 

a big responsibility and that our delivery goes beyond price 

and quality.

We are proud of being part of millions of families´ daily lifes, 

making our brands leaders in their categories. These results 

are sustained by our continuous investments, which ensure 

quality and innovation. To do so, we commit to taking care 

of our relationships with the same proximity and ethics we 

value since the beginning of our history, in 1963.
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 PURPOSE

THE CODE of Ethics gathers the purposes and values that shall guide the 

behaviors and attitudes of all those engaged in our business affairs. This is 

a guideline in compliance with internal regulations and procedures, which 

establish the basic rights and duties of all Camil´s collaborators, third parties, 

business partners, shareholders and board members.

Adopting proper conducts supports not only the compliance with legislation, 

but also the improvement of work environment, providing development 

and well-being to our collaborators and the achievement of new business 

opportunities.

We wish that everyone related to Camil understands our values and 

purposes. To do so, it is essential to note the following pillars:

CAMIL ALIMENTOS PURPOSE

We believe that each person makes the difference in someone´s life and that 

we exist to feed relationships that provide more flavor to daily life.
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VALUES

Trust • We honor our commitments with seriousness and 

discipline. We value transparency in our relationships and 

for that, we gain respect and trust.

 
Entrepreneurship • We believe in the sum of those who 

dream with the effort and courage of those who realize 

their dreams. This is the driving force for entrepreneurship 

and growth with profitability.

Enthusiasm • We express joy, vitality and energy in our 

everyday life. Thus, we inspire people.

Responsibility • We prioritize ethics and high quality in 

EVERYTHING we carry out. This way, we seek to ensure 

sustainability of our business and environment, beyond the 

results.

Proximity • We prioritize ethics and high quality in 

EVERYTHING we do. This way, we seek to ensure the 

sustainability of our business and of the environment, 

beyond results.

!
It is important to highlight the this code is a conduct 
guideline; however, it is not possible to foresee, in a single 
document, all the situations through which our collaborators, 
third parties, suppliers, business partners and board members 
and shareholders may go through. Therefore, it is important 
to refer to it during the performance of your activities, 
and, in case of doubts, speak to the sector manager, Ethics 
Channel (0800-770-2530) or the DHO (Human Organizational 
Development) sector for clarifications.
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 APPLICABILITY

THE ACCOMPLISHMENT of the guidelines established in this Code of Ethics 

is the responsibility of all Camil or its affiliates´ collaborators, third parties, 

shareholders and board members. 

This normative is immediately in force.

 CONDUCT COMMITMENT

CAMIL counts on everyone´s commitment and integrity, to base their 

conducts on the ethical, fair behaviors, and in seeking for best results. To do 

so, all of us shall follow these guidelines.
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• Respect, equality, individuality and dignity of all parties;

• Team spirit, loyalty and confidence.

PROFESSIONAL APPROACH

We adopt the following principles of professional approach:

• Respect and Ethics;

• Compliance with the legislation;

• Truth and Transparency;

• Sustainable Development;

• Company´s growth and development of the community in which 
we operate..

We understand that professional approach is to work practicing your skills 

and contributions, acknowledging the merits of each collaborator, providing 

fair development opportunities. Therefore, hierarchy position shall not 

influence in attaining advantages.

Camil respects labor laws and collaborators´ rights, so, we value good work 

conditions, not allowing environments and activities that violate Brazilian 

legislation, human rights or that have inhuman conditions. We also require 

that our suppliers, third parties or business partners keep such practices.

We value:
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1 Examples submitted do not include all the types of information which are considered 

confidential to Camil. In case of doubts whether the information being treated is 

confidential, get in contact with the sector manager.

We do not accept:

• Spreading of false information and/or rumors in our work 
environment, if they regard the

• Company, our collaborators, suppliers, partners  
or competitors;

• Any kind of prejudice in our relations, as racial, gender, 
sexual orientation, color, origin, social condition, age  
or disability.

• Prejudice against any individual.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION  

Camil holds important information for its business continuity which, if 

disclosed, may have financial impacts, image damages, trade strategy 

weakening and negative influence in shares price.

Some examples1 of Camil confidential information are: Company´s financial 

data (non-public ones), business strategies, information on products 

to be launched to the market, productive capability, competitors data, 

partners, transactions and any other information which circulates within 

the Company or which is accessed due to professional activities.

So, it is fundamental that all Camil´s collaborators are committed to 
preserving the Company´s information.
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It is everyone´s obligation:

INFORMATION SECURITY

Information Security at Camil has as it´s pillars confidentiality, integrity, 
information availability and is based on the Company´s Information 
Security Policy.

The concerns in keeping a safe environment related to the Company´s 

information, its collaborators´, clients´, and third parties’ is one of Camil´s 

priorities. 

• To keep secrecy in Camil´s strategic and confidential information, 
restraining the access to collaborators who need them to 
perform their activities;

• Protect information from the outside public, either concerning 
the Company or related to it or to other companies, regardless  
of the form of sharing (orally, electronically, in printing, etc.).

• Do not deal with Camil´s subjects in public places;

• Inform the sector manager, Channel of Ethics or the DHO sector, 
whenever being aware of confidential information leakage;

• To follow information confidentiality rules even after the 
termination of labor contract between collaborator / third  
party / service provider and Camil.
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Camil reserves the right to monitor, verify and get access to all information 

from corporate equipment and material, such as mobile phones, computers, 

emails, documents, notes, etc.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Intellectual property applies to all contents generated from our activities 

in the Company or in it´s name, tangible and intangible, as lectures, 

reports, spreadsheets, methodology, inventions, know how , and all 

intellectual creation.

All documents and data developed and made available for the performance 

of our professional activities are Camil´s assets and shall not be disclosed 

without the Company´s permission. Therefore, it is not allowed to share 
or distribute any piece of information on processes or products, neither 
to use internal material and contents for personal purposes.

Information Security Guidelines Are:

•  Keeping files and data updated, in order to preserve the 
company´s private information reliability;

•  Use the corporate Internet made available with responsibility, 
being forbidden the use of corporate computers and mobile 
phones to access improper contents or download programs  
and applications not inherent to the professional roles.

•  Do not disclose Company´s information in social media  
or to third parties;

•  Use the professional email properly and and for work  
purposes only;

•  Do not share passwords, users, badges and other accesses,  
the use of these is personal and non-transferable.
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CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT

Confidentiality Agreement - NDA (Non-Disclosure Agreement) is a contract 

term related to the confidentiality of information shared in projects 

concerning Camil and suppliers or business partners.

This contract signature has the purpose of avoiding leakage or improper 

use of strategic data and information by parties engaged in such projects. 

Therefore, collaborators who take part in these activities will be requested 

to sign a Confidentiality Agreement.

COMMUNICATION WITH THE PRESS

Contact with the press is assigned to the Marketing sector, in charge of 

public notes and clarifications on behalf of the Company.

In case any of our collaborators being contacted to render any kind of 

information and/or statement about Camil, he/she shall immediately 

contact the Marketing Department. Only those previously authorized may 
express opinions on behalf of the Company.

SOCIAL MEDIA

We understand the importance of social media presently, as a way of 

interaction and tool for manifesting opinions. 

! Use the Confidentiality Agreement whenever you are 

engaged in projects with third parties who need to share 

Company´s information.

The legal department is in charge of preparing this 

document. In case of doubts, please consult them.
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In case of doubts, contact the department manager, Corporate 

Governance or the DHO area for guidance.

PARTICIPATION IN RELIGIOUS, LABORAL, POLITICAL 
ASSOCIATIONS AND OTHERS

Camil respects the right of individual manifestations in religious, laboral, 

political and other associations’ activities out of the Company. However, we 

highlight that such activities can only be performed after the shift and out 

of the work place.

We shall take some practices on account on social networks:

•  Collaborators are not authorized to create pages or releases 
on behalf of Camil, neither disclose any type of media, except in 
cases of institutional campaigns launched by the Company itself.

•  Everyone shall act with diligence with Camil´s information, not 
disclosing images or comments on the company´s, competitor´s 
and partners’ business.

•  Making value judgment on the company, competitors, partners 
and even co-workers is not allowed.

•  Nobody is authorized to hold a position on behalf of the 
Company on social media, neither in competitors´ or Camil´s 
brands pages.

•  It is not allowed to release images and videos on the daily processes 
of Camil´s routine, in operational or administrative environment, 
product launches or other Company information, such as: panel 
containing information on the background, computers and 
papers with legible and confidential information, etc.

Camil recommends its professionals to act responsibly on the social media 

they make part of, taking responsible positioning, practicing conducts 

free from prejudices and discrimination. 
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Implementation of religious and/or party-political campaigns, sports 
manifestations, promotion of NGOs and activist associations or any 
activity related, using the Company´s image and/or resources is 
forbidden, e.g.: perform campaign, deliver leaflets, promote debates 

within the company, send emails related to these themes, among others.

PROTECTION OF THE COMPANY´S ASSETS AND RESOURCES

It is everyone´s commitment to strive for the proper use and protection of 

Camil´s assets and resources. Examples of assets and resources are: facilities, 

equipment, vehicles, systems, corporate email, telephones, software, office 

materials, etc. Reminding that the assets made available by the Company 

shall be used only for professional purposes. 

The use of our corporate computers and mobile phones shall occur 
responsibly and professionally, and everyone being aware that our 
assets are monitored regarding the contents accessed and emails 
exchanged. Good practices shall be adopted, seeking for preserving 

assets, following the preventive maintenance and costs control. 

SAFETY AT THE WORK ENVIRONMENT 

Camil prioritizes each collaborator´s health and physical integrity, 

besides complying with the technical standards required by legislation. 

To do so, there are measures adopted by the Company that shall be 

followed by everyone, in order to avoid or mitigate the possibility of work 

accidents, occupational diseases and any other situation that can put the 

collaborator´s health at risk.
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We shall pay special attention to some conducts:

SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability to Camil is based on respecting the social and environmental 

integrity when performing it´s activities.

This way, we expect the same commitment from our collaborators to 

maintain a sustainable environment.

•  Respect to the legal norms, regulating standards and internal 
guidelines;

•  Responsible management of resources and waste during  
the operational procedures of the Company´s activities;

•  Use of water, paper and power supply streamlined and in the limit 
of your needs;

•  Dispose of materials in proper places established by the Company.

Everyone shall follow the guidelines below:

•  Use of personal protection equipment (PPEs) is mandatory,  
as well as complying with Camil´s internal directives  
and regulations;

•  Use of medicines that may affect the cognitive functions  
and put the medicated collaborator´s and other´s safety  
at risk shall be reported to the department manager.

•  Being under the influence of illicit drugs and/or alcohol influence 
is forbidden during the exercise of professional activities,  
or if they interfere with the development of these activities;

•  Threats, harassment and violent acts will not be tolerated  
by the Company;

•  Weapons carried within Camil´s facilities is forbidden to everyone, 
except the professionals previously authorized and duly licensed.
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 DATA PROTECTION GENERAL  
LAW (LGPD)

GENERAL LAW of Data Protection (Law No. 13709/18, MP 869/18 and PLV 

7/2019) establishes rules on any process that involves personal data, i.e., data 

(or set of data) which may identify a certain person2.

In compliance with this law, Camil commits to act accordingly to best 

market practices, complying with the legal requirements and the Data 

Protection National Authority, properly processing3 this information; 

which includes following the guidelines provided in such law related to 

non-disclosing, sharing, trading or any data dealings. 

Access to personal data will be restricted to the collaborators who need 

them to perform their functions.

Additionally, according to the LGPD directives, the data processing agents 
(controller and /or operator) can be jointly liable for information safety 
and/or improper and non- authorized use of data incidents or, for non-
compliance with the law.Therefore, they shall follow the directives and 

guidelines regarding the data principles, protection and processing.

2 Some examples of personal data (data or set of data which allow individual 
identification): full name, CPF, ID No., passport number, physical address, personal email, 
among others.

3 As defined by Law No. 13709/18, processing may be defined as every operation 
carried out with personal data, as the ones referred to gathering, production, receipt, 
rating, use, access, reproduction, transmission, distribution, processing, filing, storage, 
deletion, assessment or control of information, change, communication, transference, 
broadcasting or extraction.
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 PREVENTION AGAINST MORAL AND 
SEXUAL HARASSMENT

MORAL HARASSMENT at work is any abusive conduct (gesture, word, 

behavior, attitude) which threatens a person´s psychical or psychological 

dignity or integrity, degrading the working environment.

Moral harassment manifestations ways are:

•  Verbal offenses, disrespectful comments or insinuations;

•  Disclosure of rumors or gossips;

•  Humiliating treatment;

•  Disrespectful comments due to sex, ethnics and any physical 
features.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT is defined by the act of embarrassing someone, 

with the purpose of attaining sexual advantage or favoring. 

Sexual harassment manifestations ways are:

•  Explicit or implicit insinuations, without the victim´s desire;

•  Retaliation threats and/or dismissal threats in exchange  
of sexual favors;

•  Pressure to take part of “encounters” and dates;

•  Non-desired physical contact, among others.
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Camil does not tolerate embarrassing behavior, either due to moral or 

sexual harassment or any other type of discrimination. If you are a victim 

or witness of such situations with other collaborators, you shall directly 

report to the department manager, DHO, or even, if you prefer to keep 

anonymous, use the Ethics Channel.

Ethics considerations:

•  Would this comment make me uncomfortable,  
in case I was the target?

•  Would I Iike to receive such a treatment if I were  
in this person´s place?

 CONFLICT OF INTERESTS

CONFLICT OF INTERESTS happens when a collaborator, by performing his/
her activities or by making a decision, puts his/her interests and personal 
relationships above the Company´s interests. 

Camil expects all its collaborators to make decisions based on the technical 

and transparent criteria, preserving the corporate ethics and interests.

Following you may see some examples of conflict of interests’ situations:
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In order not to characterize conflict of interest, the activity:

•  Cannot characterize competition, illegal practice or inappropriate 
to Camil´s business;

•  Cannot be performed within the work shift and in the  
Company´s facilities;

•  Cannot impair the performance of our professional activities  
with Camil.

PARALLEL ATTITUDES

These are activities performed by collaborators beyond the ones undertaken 

in Camil, which may be paid for or not, e.g.: academic activities (teaching or 

coordinating courses), volunteer work, products commercialization, among 

others. 

RELATEDNESS AND AFFECTIVE RELATIONSHIP 

Camil respects the individuality and personal life of its collaborators and 

third parties; however, in situations where there is affective relationship 

or direct relation between relatives, there may occur personal interests 

which stand out when compared to the Company´s ones. 

To avoid conflict of interests, family members and/or affective 
relationships contracting is not allowed in situations where there is 
any level of hierarchy subordination, decision influence and processes 
management. 

In case there is any type of influence by one person on any decision of 

career, contracting or activity of the other person, the collaborator must 

take part in decision making.

All collaborators who have or may have affective relationship or relatedness 

with colleagues shall communicate to the department manager or to the 

DHO department.
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To better understand about the theme, we need to know the 
definitions:

•  Gifts: they are objects offered by a marketing action as courtesy, 
containing the corporate brand and distributed in general to all 
audiences. These may be: calendars, pens, diaries, mouse pads, 
among others;

•  Souvenirs: items with commercial value, which are also received 
as courtesy, but do not fit as gifts. Examples: chocolates, 
beverages, flowers, among others;

•  Entertainment: they are activities or events that have the 
purpose of propitiating leisure to the participants, such as: 
parties, shows, sports events, among others.

Camil authorizes its collaborators to receive gifts, souvenirs and other 
items since the value is low4 (apply as reference values up to R$ 100.00), 
and only if they assure such items do not have influence nature, do not 
propitiate privileges or exchange of favors.

In case of doubts on the reference value or in the impossibility of 
refusing gifts, souvenirs or entertainment invitations, which are not in 
compliance with Camil´s directives, the item shall be forwarded to the 

Camil commits to the assessment of each case individually, taking measures 

that safeguard the Company´s interests and preserves its collaborators. 

GIFTS, SOUVENIRS AND ENTERTAINMENT

Exchange of gifts, souvenirs and invitations to entertainment may occur 

in corporate relations. However, it is important that it is performed 

appropriately, ethically and legally, in order not to generate expectations 

of favoring or sense of bribery practice. 

4 For acting out of Brazil, value established of R$ 100.00 shall be followed and 
converted to foreign currency applicable.
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Ethics considerations:

•  Does the offer and/or receipt violate any internal directive, local 
law and/or policy of the other party?

•  Can the gift receptor directly or indirectly influence and benefit 
any Camil Company´s enterprise?

•  Is the offer exclusive and has it not offered/received by other ones?

•  Can the offer / receipt generate any conflict of interest or be 
misunderstood, in case of being made public?

If for any of these questions, the answer is “Yes” or “I do not 
know”, the collaborator shall get in contact with the department 
manager, DHO or Corporate Governance before accepting or 
performing the offer.

BUSINESS MEALS

Camil considers that business meals strengthen the relationship with 
our suppliers, third parties and clients. However, it is indispensable 
we take certain care so such action does not have the purpose of 
influencing or apparently influence decisions improperly.

Business meals shall have clear and transparent purposes and do not 
have unnecessary and excessive expenditures. 

Corporate Governance department, so that the proper direction may 
be defined, in order to avoid conflict of interests characterization.

Any exceptions shall be requested to the Corporate Governance 

department for formal assessment and approval.

All collaborators, service renderer or third parties are forbidden to offer 
or promise souvenirs or benefits to public agents, with the purpose of 
attaining advantages to himself/herself or to the company. 
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Expenditures can only be reimbursed by Camil by means of formal and 
previous authorization by the Board. During the negotiation and closing 
period of contracts with suppliers and/or third parties, Camil recommends 
avoiding the practice of business meals. Practice is also forbid vdden to 
public agents or employees in any context.

TRAVELS AND LODGING

Suppliers´ invitation for sponsored events with professional purposes shall 
have the Board authorization and be in compliance with the directives 
established in this Code.

Camil will afford costs and expenses of the professional´s commuting, 
lodging and food, since previously approved by the Board.

PROFESSIONALS NOMINATIONS  

Camil supports the professionals and suppliers nomination to act in our 
business; however, in order to avoid conflict of interests:

•  All nominations will undergo the same selection process of the other 
competitor professionals and suppliers;

•  Contracting decision of nominations shall be assessed in collegiate / 
shared way. Collaborator who nominates, shall, necessarily be absent, in 
case he/she takes part of the decision making.

•  Attention to the nomination of relatives or affective relationships, as 
already mentioned in the topic Relatedness and Affective Relationship: 
“family members and/or affective relationships contracting is not 
allowed in situations where there is any level of hierarchy subordination, 
decision influence and processes management”.

Any other potential conflict situation shall be forwarded to the Ethics Channel. 
Ethics Committee will assess and deliberate about the recommendations to 
be adopted.
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    FOOD SAFETY

CAMIL values its products´ quality and the compliance of legislation and 
regulation on food safety. To do so, it is necessary that every collaborator 
and third party is aware and complies with the production, storage and 
distribution pre-established patterns.
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 PARTY POLITICAL  
CONTRIBUTIONS

IN COMPLIANCE WITH the good market practices and legislations in force, 

Camil does not carry out any donations or any type of contribution and 
sponsorship to political parties, public agents5, campaigns or candidate to 
public offices6, being from direct or indirect administration.

No collaborator is authorized to carry out any type of donation, contribution 

and sponsorship on the behalf of the Company.

5 Every person who renders any type of service to the State, even if temporarily 

and/or with no remuneration. Some examples of public agents include: employees 

from public foundations, public companies, registrars, public-private partnership 

companies, autarchy, Federal public administration agencies.

States and Cities (as Transport Departments, treasury, etc.), assessors or employees 

of the positions previously mentioned, people with political position, judges, Bailiffs, 

Tax Auditors, among others. 

6 Positions taken in public agencies to perform any of the general attributions.
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 DONATIONS AND SPONSORSHIPS

CAMIL carries out philanthropic donations and sponsorships, as long as 

they are allowed by local legislation, are aligned to the company´s business 

and meet the highest patterns of transparency and reputability. 

It is necessary to follow the requirements below:

•  The actions shall result in benefit to the society;

•  An assessment of reputational nature shall be carried out in  
the entity benefited. The identification of public agents linked  
to the beneficiary of the donation or sponsorship, covering their 
consorts and first degree relatives in the entity social board, 
invalidate the possibility of action;

•  The action shall not generate expectations of retribution  
or compensation, as permits, licenses clearance, among others;

•  The entity benefited is obliged to render account of all 
expenditures regarding the funds received by Camil, according  
to the contract which will be signed by parties.

The DHO department is in charge of assessing the documents of the entity 

being benefited and decide about the compliance with the requirements 

described above.
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• To perform any kind of corrupt practice, payment  
of fees, directly or indirectly, per se or by means  
of third parties;

28

 RELATIONSHIPS

ALL OF US shall pay attention to the following standards of interaction with:

PUBLIC AGENCY7 

Relationship with Public Agency, including not only the public agents 

themselves, but also their relatives and assessors, shall occur transparently 

and based both on legal directives, and on the ones described herein.

In case a collaborator has relatedness with public agents that, in any way, 
may influence the company´s business and operations, the fact shall be 
reported to the Corporate Governance and DHO departments.

Anti-corruption legislations make the companies liable for practicing acts 

against national or foreign Public Administration. For that matter, as per 

our relationship with these agencies, Camil repudiates and prohibits its 

collaborators and third parties:

7 All government agencies in city, state and federal levels. Some examples of public 

agencies are: Republic Presidency, Ministries (Civil House, Cities; Sciences, Technology, 

Innovations and Communications; Culture. Defense, etc.), Federal Attorney General´s 

Office,  Central Bank of Brazil (BACEN), Deputies Chamber, Federal Senate, Supreme 

Court, among others.



• Offer or delivery of contribution, donation, favors or 
remittance of souvenirs to government entities or public 
employees, with the purpose, in compensation, that they 
act or use their influence to attain any type of improper 
advantage to himself/herself  or to Camil;

• Any type of fraud in bidding or contract arisen thereof;

• Performance of donation and/or financing of political 
campaigns, political candidates or parties;

• Promise of improper advantage, with the purpose  
of influencing and/or speeding up processes for attaining 
licenses, permits of operation and/or authorizations  
in general;

• Use a private or legal person to provably conceal  
or disguise his/her real interests or disguise the 
beneficiaries reputation from acts practiced.

• Make investigation or supervision activity of public 
agents difficult, or intervene in their action.
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Every contact with public agents shall be recorded in minutes, with 

information about data, time, participants and meeting purpose.

SHAREHOLDERS AND INVESTORS

Camil´s corporate governance aims the full compliance with the Securities 

and Exchange Commission (CVM) standards concerning the disclosure of 

information to the market, to the Company´s strategic information secrecy, 

specially the ones with power to impact its shares´ market value, ensuring 

that return and profitability to shareholders and investors is fair and 

compatible with the paid-in capital.

To do so, Camil commits to keeping high levels of transparency and 
integrity with its shareholders and investors, returning and respecting 
the confidence placed in it, working to ensure the company´s health and 



• To benefit from privileged information to buy or sell 
Camil´s shares, directly or by means of third parties;

• To share the company´s strategic information which  
is not of public knowledge;

• To provide false information about Camil to the press  
or to third parties.
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business prosperity, always in compliance with the demands carried 
out to the companies listed in the New Market of B3.

The Company makes periodically available newsletters about Camil 

Alimentos S.A Securities Trading Quiet Period and other relevant 

information. Please, be aware of such communications and follow the 

procedures.

CLIENTS AND CUSTOMERS

Camil values good relationship it has with its clients and acknowledges the 

whole importance they exert in the Company´s ongoing growth plan.

Aware of it and valuing full satisfaction of its consumer market, Camil 

demands, from its collaborators, third parties, shareholders and other 

stakeholders that they keep the respect relationship with all the Company´s 

clients, making out of transparency, ethics and integrity, the sustaining 

pillars of such relationship.



• Make use of information without due authorization;

• Adopt illicit means to obtain market information and/
or of the competitors;

• Issue comments or spread rumors which affect our 
competitors´ image.

• Respect the customers´ choice freedom;

• Supply clear and precise information about our products;

• Assist our clients with professionalism, assertiveness, 
promptness, valuing their needs and opinions.
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That way, we shall:

COMPETITION - ANTITRUST

Camil respects free competition and seeks to maintain harmony with 

competition standards. Therefore, we all shall respect the image, reputation, 

products and opinions of our competitors.

In eventual meetings with the competitors, as, for instance, in discussion 

associations about our sector in the economy, the relationship shall be 

based on respect and professionalism, maintaining the practice within legal 

boundaries.

All collaborators are forbidden to:
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SUPPLIERS AND SERVICES PROVIDERS

Camil´s suppliers, services providers, other third parties and business 

partners, shall share the same values as the Company.

Also, this public shall also follow this Code of Ethics directives, maintaining 

their action within the market good practices patterns, with ethic profile, 

free from corruption and any kind of legal violation, as well as negative 

impacts to the Company´s image, or that, in any way, exposes the civil and/

or criminal accountability.

Third parties’ contract shall be preceded by assessment to check on 

technical, legal and reputational aspects, which includes probity and ethical 

and transparent entrepreneurial management. 

Contracts made with third parties shall contain clause providing the 
requirement of compliance with the legal directives, highlighting combat 
to corruption, and compliance with this Code of Ethics. The contract 
purpose will be thoroughly informed, and will become an obligation of the 
third party to be bound to the contract scope.

The way payment will be performed shall be provided in the contract 

signed in hiring, and no form of payment will be allowed which goes 

against the Company´s internal policies. 

COMMUNITY AND ENVIRONMENT

Camil respects the community in which it is inserted and seeks to propitiate, 

whenever possible, social benefits to the environment it operates in.

Besides, we respect and adequate our activities to the environmental 
legislation, preserving the environment, encouraging and valuing 
responsible attitudes regarding nature and animals.



 BIDDING PROCESSES

ALL the public bidding processes that Camil takes part shall be provided 

with ethics and transparency, complying with the legal provisions on the 

theme, highlighting the Brazilian laws on Biddings (Law No. 8.666/93), 

Anti-corruption (Law No. 12.846/13), Administrative Misconduct (Law No. 

8.429/92) and Auction (Law No. 10.520/02), and legislation in force from 

the country the company acts in.

Camil does not tolerate any kind of fraud to bidding, whether with 
the purpose of impairing competition of the bidding process, of 
inducing the other process participants, fraud eventual contract, 
combine values with other participants or any other way of attaining 
improper advantage.

 ACCOUNTING BOOKS AND RECORDS

CAMIL is subject to several regulations about its books and records of its 

accounting operations. So, it is established that no collaborator shall change 
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 FINANCIAL CRIMES

NO criminal or anti-ethical type of action will be tolerated, including the 
ones related to financial crimes, as for instance, money laundering and 
Insider Trading crime. Let us see below some main points of concern 
related to the financial crimes in Camil´s universe.

MONEY LAUNDERING PREVENTION  

Money laundering crime has the purpose of concealing illicit origin of 
money (obtained by means of illegal operation as corruption, drug traffic, 
terrorism financing, among others), and let it with regular appearance, 
so it may be used in the market. 

As well as in the whole world legislations, at Camil, money laundering will 
not be tolerated, either. That way, if any collaborator has any evidence or 
suspicion of any practice that may be characterized as money laundering, 
he/she shall immediately report to the Corporate Governance department, 

any accounting record or carry out false or incomplete post.

We are committed to submitting precise and reliable reports, 

strictly following the laws and regulations in force. Therefore, it 
is fundamentally important that all operations carried out are 
recorded and proven, in compliance with the standards applicable. 

Evidence will be carried out by filing the original documents, as, for 

instance, receipts, invoices, bills of sales, audit reports, among others.
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to the department manager, to the DHO department or to the Company´s 
Ethics Channel.

CONFIDENTIAL AND PRIVILEGED INFORMATION

The act of using privileged information to attain advantage to himself/
herself or to other ones - also known as Insider Trading - is forbidden by lay 
and may bring severe consequences to the person and to the Company.

This means that no collaborator may share with third parties and/or 
make use of the Company´s relevant information, which is not disclosed 
to the market yet, to trade securities or shares in the stock market.

Any sign of violation of such rules shall be taken to the knowledge of the 
Corporate Governance department, so applicable actions are taken..

      CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

AS A COMPANY listed in the Novo Mercado at the Stock Exchange, Camil 

has high levels of Corporate Governance and values full compliance with the 

applicable legislations and regulations

With the purpose of maintaining the company´s ethical principles and respect 

to the legal requirements, the Company is equipped with a Board of Directors 

comprised by independent members, Management Committees and by 

means of the departments of Finances, Compliance, Risks Management, 

Internal Auditing and DHO, besides outside auditing, which complements 

the list of maintaining actions of governance good practices and reputation. 
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CAMIL ETHICS MANAGEMENT

ALL the reports received by means of the Ethics Channel will be dealt by an 

independent and impartial staff, highly skilled to deal with ethical or illegal 

violations situations.

It is possible to keep the anonymity during the report and nobody will 
undergo any type of retaliation due to expose, in good faith, situation 
he/she considers irregular, regardless the nature or individuals engaged 
in the act. Retaliations shall also be reported, as they characterize 
improper conduct and tackled by the Company.

Risks Management department pillars are the measuring and follow-up of 

the probability of occurrence, prevention, mitigation and dealing with the 

internal and external factors that may impact the reach of Company´s goals 

and the opportunity of leveraging the results that ensure the strategy 

execution. As well as the Risks Policy approved by the Board of Directors  

aims to establish and ratify the principles and concepts, the guidelines 

and liabilities to be followed in the Company´s Risks Management process.

The Ethics Committee has the mission of ensuring compliance with the 

integrity and transparency principles, guaranteeing that Company´s 

values  - Trust, Entrepreneurship, Enthusiasm, Proximity and Responsibility 

are followed in our daily lives, performed based on ethics and guided by 

market good practices.

All collaborators are liable for maintaining ethics in the Company 
and are also obliged to report any act or suspicion of violation of this 
Code´s guidelines, Company´s standards and policies to the department 
manager, DHO or by means of the Ethics Channel.
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According to the internal regulation, among the Ethics Com-
mittee competences are:

•  Follow up the ascertainments and investigations progress;

•  Assess and define how to proceed in situations not provided by 
the Company´s Code of Ethics;

•  Clarify doubts of interpretation of the Code of Ethics

•  Review and propose updating to the Code of Ethics whenever 
necessary;

•  Recommend the creation and updating of internal standards and 
policies, due to the updating of the Code of Ethics and of the 
Committee´s decisions.

In case the collaborator witnesses hear rumors or suspects of any conduct 

that goes against this Code provisions, and other Company´s standards or 

the legislation in force, he/she shall use one of the communication means 

made available for this purpose, listed below:

•  Direct communication to the department manager

•  Direct communication to the DHO department;

•  Direct communication to the Corporate Governance department;

•  Report identified or anonymous one to Ethics  
Channel. Phone No.: 0800 770 2530. 
Email: canal.etica@camil.com.br  
https://canalconfidencial.com.br/camilalimentos

Camil commits to ascertain all the reports received and take the due 

measures.

Ethics Committee is the organism in charge for the management 

reports assessment about the Ethics Channel reports.
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 SANCTIONS

TO THE COLLABORATOR who is not in compliance with this Code´s guidelines 

or to any other standard that the Company is subject to, the following 

consequences are due:

•  Warning in writing

•  Suspension;

•  Dismissal with or without fair cause; and

•  Lawsuits applicable.

Remember: Suppliers, business partners and board members are also 

subject to the applicability of this Code of Ethics and, therefore, are subject 

to the sanctions provided above in case of non-compliance. Eventual 

irregularities will also incur in legal liability and immediate interruption of 

the contract entered with Camil and/or its affiliate companies.

Reports carried out in bad-faith and with intentions proven to impair the 
Company or any collaborator will also be liable of sanctions.
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    ETHICS CONSIDERATIONS

IT IS POSSIBLE that by determining situations we are in doubt about how 

to act facing an anti-ethical posture. In such cases, some considerations 

may help:

•  Can I fit in this attitude within Camil´s values and guidelines?

•  May the Company or any collaborator be impaired with such action?

•  Will I be able to keep my clear conscience by doing or not such a thing?

•  May my conduct harm Camil´s reputation? In case the doubt persists, the 
collaborator may:

•  Whenever necessary, refer to this Code of Ethics and the Company´s 
other internal standards; or

•  Contact the department manager, DHO or the Corporate Governance.

All of us shall look after Camil´s image and values. 
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SHAREHOLDER  • Holder (private  

or legal person) who holds the share  

or shares of one or more companies  

of Joint Stock Company type.

PUBLIC AGENT • Person who renders 

any type of service to the State, even  

if temporarily and/or without payment.

ANTITRUST • Measures with the 

purpose or inhibiting and punishing 

anti-competition practices, as cartels, 

monopolies formation, and other ways 

of removing competition.

CAMIL • Comprises, beside Camil,  

all its affiliate companies.

ETHICS CHANNEL • Communication 

Channel which the collaborators  

shall use to report occurrences  

or suspicions of non-compliance 

related to the standards, identified  

or anonymously.

CLIENTS • distributors, representatives, 

stores, supermarkets, companies  

of public agencies which acquire  

and/or trade Camil´s products.

COLLABORATOR• The one who 

performs any function in Camil and/ 

or at its affiliate companies,  

for a determined or indefinite period.  

It includes trainees, apprentices and 

statutory.

COMPETITORS • Companies that have 

the same activities as Camil.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS • Body of 

members elected or appointed, that 

jointly is in charge of the company´s 

policies and general guidelines 

definition, plans and projects analysis 

and assessment of results.

CVM • Abbreviation for Securities 

and Exchange Commission, entity in 

charge for regulating, supervising and 

developing national financial market.

PERSONAL DATA • are the data (or set 

of data) which may identify a person 

-numbers, personal characteristics, 

personal qualification, genetic data, 

and etc.

DHO • Human and Organizational 

Development Department of the 

Company.

DUE DILIGENCE • Term that refers to 

previous diligence, means to carry 

out investigation on the company´s 

information with which it is intended 

to perform hiring, acquisition, 

partnership or any legal or commercial 

business.

Glossary
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AFFILIATE COMPANIES • Companies 

controlled by Camil.

ETHICS• Moral values that guide  

a private or legal person´s behavior,  

in society he/she is inserted in.

SUPPLIER• Private or legal person that 

provides raw material, packages  

and indirect materials to Camil and/or 

to its affiliates.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE • Set of 

practices, processes and policies with 

focus in a company´s management, 

including partners, Board of Directors, 

directors, stakeholders and supervision 

and control bodies

INSIDER TRADINGS • Illegal act of 

trading financial values of a company 

using privileged information about it 

(not disclosed to public yet) to attain 

profit in the finance market.;

PUBLIC AGENCY • Government 

agencies in city, state and federal 

levels.

RELATIVES (NATURAL IN ANY DEGREE 

OF BY AFFINITY) • Defined as mother, 

father, consort/companion, brother, 

sister, son, daughter, uncle, aunt, niece, 

nephew, cousin, father in law, mother 

in law, grandfather, grandmother, 

grandchild, brother in law, sister in law, 

son in law, daughter in law, fiancé(e), 

boyfriend, girlfriend).

SUSTAINABILITY • Act of supplying 

the needs of the current generation, 

ensuring the capability of attending 

the needs of future generations 

related to the environmental, social 

and economic aspects.

THIRD PARTY • Refers to the service 

renderer, being it a private person 

(individual) or legal person (company) 

that renders services to Camil, based 

on an agreement signed between 

parties, for instance: supplier, services 

provider, partners integrated.
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ANNEX 1
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TERM OF AWARENESS AND COMMITMENT 

By means of this term, in the position of:

[ ] Collaborator

[    ] Third party

[ ] Other:  ____________________________________________________________________  

I state that:

[ ] 1. I have received and understood Camil´s Code of Ethics, and I am aware of 
the guidelines established and their relevance to me and to the company 
and I undertake to fulfill it integrally.

[ ] 2. I am committed to keeping secrecy and not sharing, in writing or orally, 
confidential information and materials developed in the exercise of my 
professional activities in Camil.

[ ] 3. All products and methodologies developed due to my work in the Company 
as Camil´s properties.

[ ] 4. I am aware of my legal duties and with the Company, knowing that the 
non-compliance of this Term will incur in the application of administrative 
and legal consequences applicable;

DATE:  __________________________________________________________________________________________

FULL NAME:  ____________________________________________________________________________________

ID CARD Nº.:  ___________________________________________________________________________________

SIGNATURE: ____________________________________________________________________________________

1 Confidential information includes, but is not limited to: Company´s data, commercial 
strategies, numbers and methodology, besides the materials developed with the 
performance of professional activities.  

2 products and methodology include, but are not limited to: techniques, copies, 
diagrams, templates, flowcharts, sketches, photographs, reports, spreadsheets, 
computer software, disks, flash drives, processes, projects, strategies, methodologies, 
among others.



CONFLICT OF INTERESTS STATEMENT TERM

In case of any situation which shall be declared conflict of interests in compliance 
with the rules provided in this Code of Ethics, check the alternative(s):

[ ] 1. I am partner, manager, executive, negotiator, commercial representative 
or take position with decision power in Camil´s supply companies, 
services providers or partners;

[ ] 2. I have close or family relationship with people who are Camil´s partners, 
managers, executive, negotiators, commercial representatives or that 
take power decision positions in Camil´s supply company, services 
provider, or competitor;

[ ] 3. I have close or family relationship with public employees or public 
agencies, mixed economy company´s employees or any employee that 
has decision power in public level;

[ ] 4. Other issues that need Ethics Committee´s validation, described in the 
Code (relatedness with other Camil Group collaborators, performance of 
parallel activities, etc.)

[ ] 5. Not applicable.

Describe in details below, the situation, informing the name of the company (ies) 
involved, name(s) and position(s) / department of other person(s) involved and which 
degree of your relationship is with the person(s) and company(ies) informed.

ANNEX 2 

D
E

TA
C

H
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E
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I state that the information rendered by me in this document is true, and there is 
no omission of any information that may influence in the decisions Camil needs 
to take about the Term herein. In case of updating or change of information 
provided, I commit to report the new information to the Committee´s assessment 
and guidance:

DATE:  __________________________________________________________________________________________

FULL NAME:  ____________________________________________________________________________________

ID CARD Nº:  ____________________________________________________________________________________

SIGNATURE: ____________________________________________________________________________________

Situation description



Remarks



Remarks
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